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Abstract:
Mainstream political science literature on clientelism tends to focus on its supply side and on
vote-buying, whereas ethnographic work often emphasizes client agency and incentives and
paints a more diverse image of clientelism. This paper bridges the gap between these literatures
by conducting a meta-analysis of ethnographic literature on clientelism from the client
perspective. We code characteristics of clientelistic exchanges described in this work. We use
cluster analysis and principal component analysis to systematize these data. Cluster analysis
groups exchanges into three core subtypes of clientelism (“vote-buying”, “relational”, and
“collective”); principal component analysis delivers two fundamental dimensions of
clientelism: equal-unequal and individual-universal. We show that the two dimensions are
associated with different aspects of client welfare and trade-offs from the client perspective.
Our results reaffirm and reconcile existing deductive typologies of clientelism and can serve
as a basis for a structured study of the demand side of clientelism.
Keywords: Clientelism, typology, client welfare, political ethnography, meta-analysis
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1. Introduction1
Mainstream political science literature on clientelism tends to focus on specific types of
exchanges (instrumentalist types, such as vote-buying), and specific types of actors (parties,
patrons, and brokers). Less research has been dedicated to clients and their diverse experiences
when interacting with clientelism. Prospective clients have generally been conceptualized as
rather passive and, if poor enough, willing vote sellers. Possibly as a result of this focus, this
mainstream literature generally holds a negative view of clientelism (Stokes 2007; Stokes et
al. 2013).
In contrast, political ethnography records a rich set of experiences, motivations, and views by
poor people in clientelistic settings. Whereas some work echoes an instrumentalist view of the
exchange, where clients have cynical attitudes towards clientelism and politics in general (e.g.
Lazar 2004) other work shows the social embeddedness of some forms of clientelism where
clients conceptualize the relationship in friendship-style terms (e.g. Auyero 2000).
Ethnographic work also emphasizes the agency of clients and shows that clients often
deliberately approach patrons or brokers rather than being targeted by them (e.g. Auyero 1999;
or Hilgers 2009). Possibly because of this more diverse picture and higher client agency,
ethnographers portray clientelism in a more positive light, at least in certain contexts (e.g.
Shefner 2012).
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In recent years, mainstream political science has started to pay more attention to the role of
citizens for clientelism. This emerging literature sees citizens as more active participants in the
exchange than in previous literature (Auerbach and Thachil 2018; Gonzalez Ocantos, Kiewiet
de Jonge, and Nickerson 2014; Kao, Lust, and Rakner 2017; Mares and Young 2019; Nichter
2018; Nichter and Peress 2017; Pellicer et al. 2017; Zarazaga 2014). In a recent review article,
Hicken and Nathan (2020) argue that understanding client behavior is a core future research
direction of work on clientelism.
While interest in the client side is increasing, we still lack a systematic perspective on the client
side of clientelism. Fundamental questions remain unanswered. What are the main types of
clientelism that clients experience? What are their welfare implications for clients? What are
the trade-offs clients face when engaging in these forms of clientelism?
Answering these questions requires a typology of clientelism that emerges from the perspective
of clients; a typology that can be used to theorize about what different types of clientelism
mean for clients. Although the literature has proposed numerous typologies or classification
schemes (e.g. Kitschelt and Wilkinson 2007; Mares and Young 2019; Nichter 2008, 2014;
Stokes et al. 2013), there is no consistent, universally agreed upon, typology. Moreover, these
typologies are usually informed by the patron side of clientelism and are mostly used to
investigate patron trade-offs.
This paper seeks to contribute to a systematic study of the citizen side of clientelism by
conducting a meta-analysis of ethnographic literature on clientelism featuring the client’s
perspective. Our meta-analysis is based on 40 ethnographic (or area study) articles featuring
the client’s point of view on clientelism in different world regions. We apply a coding scheme
to record the characteristics of clientelistic exchanges described in the articles. We code
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characteristics such as the type of goods exchanged, the frequency and hierarchy of interactions
between patrons and clients, and the extent of client agency, among others.
We perform two types of systematization analyses on our data, cluster analysis and principal
component analysis (PCA). The cluster analysis groups clientelistic exchanges into subtypes,
delivering a typology of clientelism. The PCA combines the characteristics of exchanges into
two core dimensions that distinguish between different types of clientelism in a parsimonious
way.
These two analyses provide answers to the first question above, on what distinguishes different
types of clientelism from the client’s perspective. The cluster analysis uncovers three main
types of clientelism, which we label vote-buying, relational, and collective clientelism. We also
find two smaller clusters that correspond to traditional and to modern coercive clientelism. The
cluster analysis describes the types in quite some detail, distinguishing these types in terms of
the goods clients and patrons exchange, the level of the exchange, the characteristics of the
relationship, and the role of brokers. In turn, the PCA uncovers two basic dimensions that can
distinguish between most of the types. We label these two dimensions the “Equal-Unequal”
and “Individual-Universal” dimensions of clientelism. The equal-unequal dimension taps into
how hierarchical and thick the clientelistic relationship is. Traditional and relational clientelism
are characterized by high inequality and thickness. The individual-universal dimension taps
into how large the group of the beneficiaries is. Collective clientelism involves exchanges
involving a group of beneficiaries as opposed to individual ones. Vote-buying, in turn, displays
comparatively little universality and little inequality.
We use these types and dimensions of clientelism to engage with the second set of questions,
on the welfare implications and trade-offs associated with subtypes of clientelism from the
client's point of view. Our data suggest that each dimension of clientelism matters for client
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welfare in a different way. The equal-unequal dimension is related to client agency in the sense
that more unequal types of clientelism are associated with less client agency. The individualuniversal dimension is related to how good a deal the client gets: clients get a better deal in
more universal types of clientelism. We then use these two dimensions to theorize in an
empirically grounded way about the trade-offs that clients face when engaging in different
types of clientelism. We propose that the equal-unequal dimension represents a trade-off
between protection/ insurance, and autonomy; the individual-universal dimension represents a
trade-off about the value of supporting distributive politics of different scopes.
Our meta-analysis reaffirms and reconciles major types of clientelism that have been derived
mostly deductively in the existing literature. Our analysis shows that the types of exchanges
that are observed at the micro level in ethnographic work in different world regions aggregate
into familiar categories emphasized in current typologies, such as vote-buying, relational, or
collective clientelism. Moreover, by providing a thick but systematic description of these types,
our analysis clarifies and unifies types of clientelism conceptualized by different researchers
under different labels and with an emphasis on different aspects of the exchange.
Our typology is particularly relevant for the client perspective on clientelism. Whereas most
typologies in the literature are informed by research mostly on the patron side and emphasize
aspects that are relevant for the patron (e.g. whether the resources are private or public or the
payoffs of targeting specific types of voters), ours emerges from empirical work on the client’s
perspective. This implies that the types of clientelism we uncover are relevant for the client, as
shown by our results on client welfare.
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More generally, our analysis provides the basis for a structured study of the “demand side”2 of
clientelism. The standard model of clientelism focuses on a single trade-off for citizens
between the expressive benefits of programmatic politics and material benefits from clientelism
(Dixit and Londregan 1996; Stokes et al. 2013). In contrast, our study highlights two
dimensions of clientelism that involve different trade-offs for the client. The trade-offs point
towards previously unexplored factors that can matter for the demand side of clientelism, such
as autonomy, social preferences, or group identity.

2. Conceptualizations of Clientelism
2.1 Defining and Delimiting Clientelism
Based on research on “traditional societies” in the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s, clientelism
originally denoted a relatively narrow phenomenon. It was defined as “a long term relationship
between two people of unequal status who have relatively regular personal interactions” and
exchange “goods and services” (Hilgers 2011, 570). The patron provided goods and services
such as material resources, advice, or protection/ insurance, and the client provided services
that enhanced the status of the patron, such as political support or labor. This definition
separates clientelism from a host of other forms of particularistic exchanges such as votebuying or club goods.
In more recent definitions of clientelism, the unequal status and strong personal relationships
are no longer mentioned and the concept of clientelism has come to refer purely to an

2

We mostly use the term demand side to refer to the client side. The term comes from conceptualizing clientelistic

exchanges as having a supply side (the patron) that “offers” a clientelistic deal and a demand side that “accepts”
or “buys” the deal. We will say that demand for a particular clientelistic deal is high if circumstances make the
client particularly keen on the offer; it is low when the offer is unappealing for the client, given the circumstances.
This use of the term demand side includes exchanges initiated by the patron or the client. It is thus broader than
the literal use of the term “demand” as an active move of the client to request or require clientelism from a patron.
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instrumental exchange between a politician or broker and a citizen. This is apparent in Kitschelt
and Wilkinson`s definition, according to which clientelism is a “transaction [our emphasis],
the direct exchange of a citizen's vote in return for direct payments or continuing access to
employment, goods, and services” (2007, 2), or Stokes’ definition as “the proffering of material
goods in return for electoral support, where the criterion of the distribution that the patron uses
is simply: did you (will you) support me?” (2007, 605). These definitions capture a much wider
set of empirical phenomena than the older clientelism literature envisaged. In the current
literature, the key criterion to establish that a political linkage is clientelistic is whether it
involves conditionality: the citizen votes for the politician because the politician gives benefits
and the politician gives benefits because the citizen votes for him or her (Nichter 2014; Stokes
2007; Stokes et al. 2013).
Another strand of research, mostly in economics, has an even broader conception of
clientelism. In his widely cited work, Wantchekon (2003) considers clientelism anything that
is not a public good or serves the citizens of the country as a whole such as national unity or
peace. Thus, clientelistic goods include local public goods, such as schools, in addition to offers
of individual patronage.
The most common conceptualization of clientelism at present is as a contingent, or conditional,
exchange. However, there is a certain ambiguity regarding how literally conditionality should
be taken. If it is taken literally, it requires that the reason the patron gives resources to a given
citizen is because she receives political support in exchange and the reason a citizen provides
political support is because she receives benefits in exchange. These conditions are hard to
fulfill, let alone to identify for an external observer. Possibly the only type that fulfills this
criterion is vote-buying with monitoring: the citizen receives goods just before or at the
moment of the election, and the patron is able to monitor that the citizen reciprocates.
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A broader view of clientelism that moves beyond vote-buying requires to make the criterion
less stringent. Indeed, in a recent review article on clientelism, Hicken and Nathan (2020) argue
that it is time for research to abandon the focus on commitment problems and to relax the
contingency criterion. In line with this, we interpret the criterion of conditionality more loosely,
considering that there is conditionality when the main rationale for the actions of the two actors
is an expectation of reciprocity but that this reciprocity is not necessarily monitored or
enforced.
This looser conception of conditionality allows us to consider a broader set of clientelistic
relations, including those considered by older work and economists. In the long term relations
described by the scholars of clientelism in the 1960s and 1970s, it is difficult to be sure that the
only reason why a traditional patron provides favors or goods to the citizen is because she
provides political support, and vice versa. There may be social norms, economic reasons, or
even genuine affection contributing to the patron’s and client’s actions. Similarly, an exchange
involving local public goods as patron good would not be considered to be clientelism under a
literal definition of conditionality, because local public goods are not excludable. Under our
looser conception of conditionality, we will include both forms of exchange as clientelistic if
it appears that an exchange logic is a driver of the behavior of patrons and clients.
To summarize, we restrict our attention to interactions where the main rationale for the
interaction is conditional (i.e. an exchange) and where citizens provide some form of political
support (possibly in addition to other things such as labor). This embeds our definition in the
current literature but makes it flexible enough to consider a great variety of possible clientelistic
exchanges/ relations.
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2.2 Typologies and Subtypes of Clientelism
Recent literature on clientelism has proposed numerous typologies or classifications attempting
to distinguish between contemporary subtypes of clientelism, as well as between clientelism
and other forms of non-programmatic or programmatic politics.3 In a non-exhaustive search,
we identified 14 such endeavors in the past 20 years (see overview in table A.1 in the appendix).
Many typologies start with the distinction between programmatic and non-programmatic
politics. Further, many scholars make distinctions between collective and individual
exchanges4 and between exchanges that are concentrated at election time or go beyond
campaign periods. There is some broad agreement about these core distinctions even if the used
labels are often different or the same label is applied to somewhat different phenomena. Beyond
this, scholars have introduced further distinctions between different forms of electoral
clientelism (Gans-Morse, Mazzuca, and Nichter 2014; Nichter 2008, 2014) or between
coercive and non-coercive forms of clientelism (Mares and Young 2019).
These recent typologies show a growing awareness that there is a need to understand the
mechanics and implications of different subtypes of clientelism. However, at present, there is
no universally accepted typology. The existing typologies are not well integrated as they are
often developed in relation to a particular geographic region, particular forms of political
organizations (e.g. machine politics in Gans-Morse, Mazzuca, and Nichter 2014; Nichter 2008;
and Stokes et al. 2013), empirical projects (Hutchcroft 2014; Mares and Young 2019; Nichter
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The literature from the 1960s and 1970s paid considerable attention to subtypes of clientelism (e.g. Lemarchand
1972; Silverman 1977; Weingrod 1968). While some of these distinctions remain useful, (for instance, between
“anthropological” (i.e. social) and “political science” (i.e. electoral) clientelism (Weingrod 1968), others appear
now somewhat dated (“Patrimonial”, “Feudal”, “Mercantile”, and “Saintly” (Lemarchand 1972)).
4
As mentioned above, not all scholars would consider collective exchanges involving club goods to be a subtype
of clientelism or not. Stokes et al (2013), for example, classify them as non-programmatic but not clientelistic
(“pork”) whereas Hutchcroft (2014) views them as clientelistic (the term he uses is “meso-particularistic”).
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2008, 2018; Yıldırım and Kitschelt 2020), or edited volumes (Berenschot and Aspinall 2020;
Kitschelt and Wilkinson 2007; Piattoni 2001).
These current typologies have arisen in the context of mostly patron-oriented work on
clientelism in the past 20 years. While types of clientelism are, per se, not tied to a patron or
client perspective, in practice, the current typologies are typically informed by research on the
patron side and have been used to theorize about factors that are especially relevant from the
patron perspective.5 Thus, there is a strong emphasis on contingency, client defection, and the
monitoring of client vote (e.g. in the typologies of Kitschelt and Wilkinson 2007; Nichter 2008,
2014; or Stokes et al. 2013). Much effort has also been invested into understanding the tradeoffs for patrons when engaging in different forms of electoral clientelism such as abstention,
turnout or vote-buying (Nichter 2008; Gans-Morse, Mazzuca, and Nichter 2014). Several
typologies also consider the origin of patron resources as an important discriminating factor
(Berenschot and Aspinall 2020b; Hutchcroft 2014; Mares and Young 2019; Yıldırım and
Kitschelt 2020). Contingency/Monitoring, patron trade-offs and resources as well as
differentiations between abstention, turnout, and vote-buying are sensible foci if the research
focus is on the patron. However, they are likely to be less relevant for the citizens’ view and
actions regarding clientelism.
With the inductive typology we develop in this paper, we aim to bring existing typologies
together and reconcile them with the insights gained from decades of political ethnography on
clientelism. Most importantly, by relying on ethnographic work on the client’s point of view,
we aim to build a typology that is relevant for the client perspective on clientelism and can be
used to derive implications for client welfare and the trade-offs.

5

An exception is Nichter’s (2018) distinction between electoral and relational clientelism where relational
clientelism is deemed to be an insurance for clients to economic or ecological shocks in the absence of a strong
welfare state. In that sense, relational clientelism would be better for client welfare than electoral clientelism.
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3. Coding ethnographic literature on clientelism
3.1 Selection Procedure
Our objective is a meta-analysis of ethnographic work that focuses on the clients` perspective.
Our sample is not intended to be representative of all ethnographic work on the citizen
perspective on clientelism. Rather than aiming for representativity of scholarship, which is
particularly concentrated in certain countries and regions, we sought a more balanced
representation of different countries and world regions.
To select work for the meta-analysis, we adopted the following procedure.6 First, we identified
potential papers for coding. We started with a literature search with “clientelism” (or patronage,
informal political exchange, caciquismo, neopatrimonialism), and our perspective (“client
point of view”, “demand side”, or “micro”) as keywords. An important challenge in identifying
relevant scholarship was that authors of relevant work do not necessarily conceive of their
research as work on clientelism and hence do not use this term anywhere in the text let alone
as keyword. Much relevant work is conceptualized as studies of elections and democratic
representation or of socio-political relations. To address this problem, we sought additional
article recommendations from authors of ethnographic papers on clientelism, and screened
journals where relevant studies had been published as well as the references of those studies.
This resulted in a body of literature of approximately 300 articles, books, and book chapters.
Second, we screened each paper to check its suitability for our analysis using three criteria.
First, the papers had to fall under our definition of clientelism. Thus, we excluded literature
which uses the term clientelism, but addresses non-contingent politics, corruption (clients

6

See Appendix B for more detailed information on the selection procedure and the list of articles that is included

in our study.
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providing no political support), or closed political regimes. Second, in line with our focus on
the client perspective, we looked for exchanges that involved common citizens. Thus, we
excluded literature on political intra-elite exchanges (e.g. elite clientelistic networks, linking a
country's rulers to economic elites). Third, we excluded papers that did not provide any detail
on how clients viewed the exchange. This third criterion was relaxed in order to obtain
representation from different world regions. This procedure reduced the amount of suitable
papers dramatically to only 40 papers or chapters.
Our meta-analysis is based on these 40 pieces of ethnographic scholarship. The geographical
focus of these papers is fairly balanced between Latin America, Asia, and Africa (see table D.1.
in the appendix). It leans strongly towards contemporary clientelism with 83% of the papers
published after 1990.
The unit of analysis of our study is a clientelistic exchange (not a paper or a country or area
case). Papers sometimes describe more than one type of clientelistic exchange. When this is
the case, we consider these exchanges as separate observations. Overall, our meta-analysis
comprises 60 separate clientelistic exchanges.
3.2 Coding Scheme: Characteristics of Clientelistic Exchanges
We designed a questionnaire asking about characteristics of clientelistic exchanges in the
papers.7 The choice which characteristics to code is crucial for our study. Once these
characteristics are chosen, the analysis is mainly data driven. We make this choice following
the literature as much as possible.

7

The questionnaire and codebook is provided in Appendix C. The coding process was undertaken by the four

authors of this paper. Each paper was coded by two researchers.
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We start with some obvious characteristics of clientelistic exchanges, such as the type of goods
being exchanged: what type of political support does the client provide? A vote, labor? What
does the patron provide? Money or small gifts, employment, local infrastructure?
Other characteristics were less obvious; for these we relied on the literature, and particularly
on Hicken (2011). Hicken discusses four main dimensions of clientelism: contingency, dyadic
relationships, hierarchy, and iteration. As mentioned above, we take contingency (or
conditionality) as a definitional characteristic of clientelism and focus on the others.
The notion of dyadic is prominent in early scholarship about clientelism. We follow the seminal
work of Landé (1977) to define a dyadic relationship as a “direct relationship” that “connotes
a personal attachment”: a relationship between client and broker/ patron is dyadic if it is based
on a personal attachment rather than on the office people hold. Different clientelistic relations
may be more or less dyadic.8 We also consider another characteristic related to but distinct
from dyadic: how affective (vs. pragmatic) the relation is. A personal (clientelistic) relation
may incorporate affective links such as respect and mutual care or may be totally pragmatic
and instrumental.
Another feature emphasized by Hicken (2011) is hierarchy. Hierarchy denotes the difference
in power between the patron and client. It builds on the idea that the relations between clients
and patrons are generally perceived to be asymmetric to the patron's advantage. We expand on
this idea to consider other relevant features related to this. We consider if the broker is
important in the community and if the interests of the broker and clients are aligned.

8

The thought experiment that captures if an interaction is dyadic or not is whether the replacement of the
individual acting as patron/ broker would a priori change qualitatively the nature of the relation for the client.
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The last feature emphasized by Hicken is iteration. Iteration refers to the recurrent nature of a
relationship. Clientelistic relations may be iterative (ongoing), or not (once-off). We therefore
assess the frequency of interactions between client and patron/ broker. Additionally, we
consider a measure measure of intensity of the relation: the domains of interaction of the client
and her patron/ broker; in particular whether the client and her patron/ broker interact over and
above the political realm that constitutes the clientelistic exchange. For instance, is the client
an employee of the patron? Is the patron a particularly important social figure in the
community, such as a chief?
In addition to these characteristics, we consider two other characteristics emphasized in recent
literature. The first is coercion, as in Mares and Young (2019). We distinguish between two
types of coercion to pressure clients: Threats of violence, and threats of withdrawal of
government benefits. The second characteristic is the level of the exchange, namely whether
the exchange happens at the individual level (with individual rewards) or at the collective level
(with local club goods).
In addition to these core characteristics, we are interested in the welfare implications of the
exchange from the client point of view. For this, we record the coder's subjective evaluation of
the clientelistic relation, such as how much “agency” the client seems to have or how good a
deal she gets. Finally, we code some basic features of the environment, such as the decade
where the fieldwork took place, whether the setting was urban or rural and what alternatives
there seem to be to the clientelistic exchange. Welfare and environmental variables are not
included in the cluster analysis or the PCA below. The welfare variables will be used to
investigate the implications of types of clientelism with client welfare.
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The coding process generates a dataset where the observations are specific clientelistic
exchanges and the variables are characteristics of these exchanges.9
3.3 Coding Challenges
There are several challenges in the implementation of our coding scheme. First, there is
ambiguity in how many clientelistic exchanges to code in one paper. Papers may describe
different types of exchanges with varying detail and it is not straightforward to decide which
of these types warrant a separate coding. For instance, a paper may describe a broker engaging
in different types of exchanges but may not specify if each exchange occurs with separate
clients or with the same client. Are these exchanges coded as one observation or two? In our
data, of all the exchanges we identified (60), in almost 70% of the cases (41) the same exchange
was identified by the two coders independently. This suggests that the problem of identifying
specific clientelistic exchanges, while real, is not that acute. The exchanges that are coded twice
are aggregated by taking the average of the values of the two coders. The rest of the exchanges
are kept as separate observations.
Second, there is ambiguity in coding specific variables. Some of the concepts we seek to
measure are subjective (e.g. how good a deal the client gets). Even for concepts that are more
objective, the papers are not always detailed enough in their description of the clientelistic
relation. Table A.2 in the appendix provides several common measures (Cohen's Kappa,
Krippendorff’s alpha), to study intercoder reliability for each variable, using the 41 double-
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Appendix D provides more detail on the processing of codes. Table D.1 in the appendix shows the descriptive

statistics of the resulting variables.
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coded exchanges. All measures deliver similar results.10 In general, variables report moderate
to high levels of agreement, according to commonly used rules of thumb (Landis and Koch
1977). Unsurprisingly, the worse-performing variables tend to be the most subjective ones,
particularly the subjective evaluations of the exchanges (ex. whether clients get a good deal).
While we will still use them to explore the welfare implications of different types of clientelism,
these results need to be treated with care.11

4. Types and Dimensions of Clientelism
4.1 Types of Clientelism
Our first objective is to derive a typology of clientelism from the data. This involves
consolidating the 60 different exchanges into distinct subtypes. This can be achieved by cluster
analysis. Cluster analysis takes observations with given characteristics and breaks the
observations into groups that are similar among themselves, but different from other groups.
There are different approaches to cluster analysis. We choose hierarchical clustering because
this approach does not require the user to pre-specify the expected number of clusters in the
data, as some other techniques do. This makes it best suited for an inductive, exploratory
analysis like ours. As Appendix F explains, it is sensible to choose five clusters. Three of them
are fairly large (with 14-18 exchanges each) and two of them are small (with 3 exchanges each).
We proceed with discussing all clusters but place special emphasis on the three larger ones.
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Appendix E discusses other potential data concerns. These concerns have to do with our own biases and

preconceptions. These are perhaps more subtle and less readily quantifiable than the coding challenges just
discussed but can be equally relevant for the interpretation of our results.
11

One of these variables performs particularly badly (whether the client actually receives the goods), far worse

than all the rest, and so we exclude it from the analyses.
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The cluster analysis simply groups similar observations into clusters. The key question is
whether these clusters represent recognizable types of clientelism. To investigate this, we
compute the average characteristics of each cluster. Table 1 below lists the most prominent
characteristics of each cluster. The top panel corresponds to the three largest clusters, the
bottom panel to the two small clusters. Characteristics that start with the word “No” are
characterized by the explicit absence of the characteristic in a cluster, if a characteristic is not
mentioned, it means that values of that characteristic are similar to those in other clusters.12
Naturally, cluster analysis does not “tell” us a label for a cluster, but to connect it to the existing
typologies in the literature, we will label each of them with a commonly used name to the
extent that this is possible.13
The first cluster is characterized by an individual, explicitly infrequent, interaction that is
restricted to the political exchange; that lacks dyadic, affective or hierarchical components;
with a broker who is less important in the community and whose interests are unrelated to those
of the client. The client simply gets money and gives the vote. She certainly does not give
loyalty and does not obtain insurance, protection, or infrastructure. With these features, the
cluster corresponds quite clearly to a one-shot, thin, instrumental type of clientelistic
interaction. Following the literature, we thus denote it the vote-buying cluster.
Table 1: Characteristics of Clusters
Cluster
(1) Vote buying
Goods
Client gets money
exchanged
Client gives vote
12

(2) Relational
(3) Collective
Client gets insurance/ Client gets
protection
infrastructure

The characteristics listed are those for which the cluster has an average higher than 1/3 the standard deviation

of the variable in absolute value. For a fuller explanation and the data behind this table see Appendix G.
13

Eight of the papers we code come from a single edited volume on clientelism in Indonesia. To check if these

studies have a strong impact on our results, we re-perform the analysis without these eight studies. Results are in
Appendix I. As the table clearly shows, the five main clusters found without the Indonesia chapters have
essentially the same characteristics as those in Table 1.
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Table 1: Characteristics of Clusters
Cluster
(1) Vote buying
No Client gets insurance/
protection
No Client gives loyalty

Level of exchange Individual exchange

Characteristics
relation

No Additional domains of
interaction
No Dyadic
No Frequent interaction
No Affective relation
No Hierarchical

Characteristics
broker

No Broker Important
No Broker interests aligned
to client

Cluster

(4) Traditional
Client gets employment
Client gets insurance/
protection
Client gives labor
Goods
Client gives loyalty
exchanged
No Client gets gov services
No Client gets
infrastructure
No Client gives vote
Level of exchange Individual exchange
Additional domains of
interaction
Affective relation
Characteristics
Coercion Threats
relation
Coercion Withdrawal
Dyadic
Frequent interaction
Hierarchical
Characteristics
Broker Important
broker

(2) Relational
Client gets
employment
Client gives vote

(3) Collective
No Client gets money
Client gives vote
No Client gets
employment
No Client gets insurance/
protection
No Client gives labor
No Individual exchange

Individual exchange
Affective relation
Dyadic
Frequent interaction
No Frequent interaction
Hierarchical
No Hierarchical
Additional domains of
interaction

Broker Important

Broker interests aligned to
client

(5) Modern coercive
Client gives loyalty
No Client gets
employment
No Client gets
infrastructure
No Client gives vote

Coercion Withdrawal
No Additional domains
of interaction
No Affective relation
No Coercion Threats
No Dyadic
No Hierarchical

Note: Most prominent characteristics of clusters; characteristics for which the cluster average of the
corresponding standardized variable is higher than 0.33 in absolute value. Characteristics in bold have an
average above 0.8 in absolute value. Characteristics that start with the word “No” are characterized by the
explicit absence of the characteristic in a cluster, if a characteristic is not mentioned, it means that the values of
that characteristic are similar to those in other clusters.
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The second cluster features an individual relation that is frequent, affective, hierarchical, and
dyadic, where client and broker often interact beyond the strictly political realm. The client
gets insurance and employment and gives the vote in exchange. The broker or patron is an
important member of the community, but broker interests are neither aligned nor un-aligned
with those of the client. Following Nichter (2018), we label this cluster relational clientelism.14
The third cluster displays a type of clientelism that takes place at the group level (“No
individual”). Clients get mainly infrastructure, as opposed to anything else, and give in
exchange the vote. The interests of the broker are aligned to those of the clients. The relation
is not particularly hierarchical or frequent. This cluster corresponds to a collective type of
clientelism, where the broker appears to be a community leader that represents the
community`s interests and bargains for local infrastructure.
Clusters 4 and 5 are far smaller. However, we believe that they are still recognizable and convey
meaningful types of clientelism. The fourth cluster is quite similar to the relational one, but
with some additional features. The relation is also hierarchical, dyadic, and frequent, and the
client obtains protection/ insurance. But the relation has also a darker side: it involves coercion,
mainly in the form of threats of violence. Moreover, the client does not provide a vote, but
rather labor and loyalty. This cluster seems to capture a traditional type of clientelism, as
discussed in Pellicer et al. (2017) and is related to “economic coercion” in clientelism as
discussed by Mares and Young (2019). This interpretation is reinforced by the context in which
these relations take place: exchanges in this cluster are more likely to be rural, and to have been

14

We borrow the relational label from Nichter (2018) as this cluster displays features akin to his definition of

relational clientelism, namely the more frequent interactions. It is important to mention, however, that the cluster
includes additional characteristics which are not part of his definition, such as affection from the client and
receiving employment.
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recorded in older papers (from the 1970s as opposed to the 1990s and 2000s as the other
exchanges, see Appendix Table G.2).
The fifth cluster shares with the traditional cluster the presence of coercion, but coercion in this
case is mainly about threats of withdrawing benefits, rather than about threats of violence. Also,
contrary to the traditional cluster this one is rather thin, not dyadic or affective and restricted
to politics. We believe this cluster seems to capture a modern form of coercive clientelism,
similar to “policy coercion” studied in Mares and Young (2019). Consistent with this
interpretation, what the client tends to receive in this exchange more than anything else are
government services. Because this is not a unique characteristic of this type of clientelism it is
not salient enough to appear in Table 1, but its importance can be seen in Table G.1 in the
appendix.15
4.2 The Individual-Universal and Equal-Unequal Dimensions of Clientelism
Our data contain 18 variables. These are characteristics, or dimensions, of clientelism that
describe a specific exchange with a fair amount of detail. To theorize about the welfare
implications and trade-offs for clients, we need a more tractable framework. Our objective is
to reduce the number of dimensions while preserving as much of the original richness as
possible. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) achieves this, by combining variables into a
few distinct components that together account for as much variation in the data as possible.
The PCA shows that two dimensions (down from 18) are sufficient to characterize the data
while preserving a lot of its richness (see Figure H.1 in the appendix). The first two components

15

This cluster is also distinguished by clients giving loyalty and not the vote. This is surprising and probably no
more than a random occurrence owing to the fact that there are only three exchanges in this cluster. It so happens
that among the three exchanges that form the cluster one is about campaigning and another is about the behavior
of civil society groups towards politicians. What these actors give according to the coded texts is loyalty and not
the vote. In contrast, in the examples provided in Mares and Young (2019) the exchanges involve individual
citizens that indeed provide the vote.
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of the PCA explain a large amount variation, while the third one adds comparatively little. We
thus select the first two components of the PCA.
What do these two dimensions represent? Table 2 lists the variables that contribute most
strongly to each of the two new dimensions.16 We denote the first dimension, corresponding to
the first component of the PCA, the Equal-Unequal dimension of clientelism. At the unequal
endpoint of this continuum, clientelistic relations are hierarchical (the relation is judged as
hierarchical, the broker is important); thick (frequent, dyadic, over several domains, involving
affection); and the goods exchanged are valuable (clients get insurance/protection). At the
equal endpoint of the continuum, relations are the opposite: non-hierarchical, thin, and with
exchanges of less value. The fact that thickness and hierarchy combine into a single dimension
(i.e. tend to go hand in hand) is a relevant result of the PCA. This makes sense in the context
of political clientelism, where a key feature of the exchange is political support. There is only
so much political support that a regular client (a citizen) can give to a patron/broker. When the
relation is strong and the goods exchanged are valuable, it is difficult for the client to
reciprocate. Accepting a clearly inferior position can be a way for the client to help fulfill her
side of the exchange.
The second dimension of the PCA mainly captures the size of the client beneficiary group. We
denote this dimension the Individual-Universal dimension of clientelism. More universal
exchanges are at the group level17; clients get a collective good (infrastructure) and do not
provide labor to the broker/ patron. Interestingly, in the data, the larger size of a beneficiary

16

The table shows characteristics with a load higher than 0.3, an arbitrary threshold. Table H.1 in the appendix

shows the values of all loadings.
17

We call one endpoint “universal” because we see this dimension to extend to programmatic exchanges where

the size of the beneficiary group would include the whole citizenry.
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group goes together with having brokers with interests close to those of the clients. This points
to exchanges where clients are able to act collectively. In contrast, exchanges that are low on
the individual-universal dimensions exchanges are individual and have brokers with political
interests unrelated to those of the clients.

Table 2: PCA. Most important loadings
Equal-Unequal
Individual-Universal
(first component)
(second component)
Frequent interaction (+)
Individual exchange (-)
Dyadic (+)
Client gets infrastructure (+)
Additional domains of interaction (+)
Broker interests aligned to client (+)
Client gets insurance/ protection (+)
Client gives labor (-)
Broker Important (+)
Affective relation (+)
Hierarchical (+)
Note: (+) indicates that a variable loads positively on the component, (-) that it loads
negatively on the component.

By construction, the two dimensions of clientelism arising from the PCA are linearly
independent. This means that the two dimensions are entirely distinct: Clientelistic exchanges
can simultaneously be high on the equal-unequal and individual-universal dimensions or low
on both. For instance, a fully individual relation that is thin and non-hierarchical will be low
on both the equal-unequal and individual-universal dimensions.
4.3 Putting it Together: Types of Clientelism on Two Dimensions
We put together the two types of analysis and represent the different types of clientelism that
emerge from the cluster analysis on the two dimensions extracted from the PCA. Figure 1
below shows the results. The figure shows that the three main clusters are placed at specific
locations on the two dimensions. The placement is very sensible. The vote-buying cluster is
placed at the bottom-left. This corresponds to a type of clientelism where the exchange has
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little inequality, but also little universality. Collective clientelism is placed at the right side: an
exchange characterized by a higher degree of universality. Relational clientelism, a thicker and
more hierarchical relation than vote-buying, is sensibly placed towards the top of the equalunequal dimension. To make the dimensions and clusters more concrete, we identify wellknown ethnographic works in the graph. We show the location of accounts of Auyero’s (2000)
“inner circle” clients in Argentina as a paradigmatic example of relational clientelism; of Gay
(1999) on Brazil as an example of collective clientelism; and of Lazar (2004) on Bolivia as an
example of vote-buying. The figure shows that these paradigmatic accounts indeed represent
relatively “pure” cases of each of the three types of clientelism.
Of the two smaller clusters (traditional and coercive clientelism), only the traditional cluster is
placed clearly: this is the thickest and most hierarchical type of relation and is consequently
placed even higher than relational clientelism at the very top of the equal-unequal dimension.
The coercive cluster, in contrast, appears placed around the middle. The equal-unequal and
individual-universal dimensions of clientelism do not seem to characterize coercive clientelism
well. 18
[figure 1 around here]
Figure 1. The location of clientelism clusters on the two first PCA dimensions

Overall, the two dimensions perform well in distinguishing between the main subtypes of
clientelism, even if our reduction of dimensions has been quite radical, from 18 to two. The

18

Interestingly, the (discarded) third component of the PCA seems to reflect precisely this. This component is a

combination of coercion (withdrawal of benefits), receipt of government services, and lack of affection (see Table
H.1. in the Appendix). This dimension is not selected in our analysis because it does not explain enough of the
variation of the data, but this is probably simply because of lack of cases.
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equal-unequal and individual-universal dimensions of clientelism seem to capture the essential
features that distinguish the main types of clientelism. The clusters are of course not separate
“islands” in the figures, implying that real instances of clientelism often share features of
different types (for instance, clients often receive both money or little gifts for their vote and
also some promise of infrastructure). This multi-faceted nature of clientelistic exchanges is
reflected in our coding and thus appears in figure 1. The clusters may best be thought of as
“ideal types” that embody a type of clientelism, as illustrated by the placement of paradigmatic
ethnographic works.
The combination of our typology and the PCA results relates in a very sensible way to existing
typologies in the literature. It is noteworthy that our fully inductive typology that is based on
ethnographic work in different world regions gives rise to forms of clientelism similar to those
identified in deductive approaches. The comprehensiveness and richness of our typology
moreover allows us to reconcile different labels that have been applied across typologies. For
example, our typology shows that from the point of view of the client, what Nichter (2018) or
Yildirim and Kitschelt (2020) call relational clientelism and Stokes et al. (2013) and Schaffer
(2007) “patronage” corresponds empirically to a single broad type of clientelistic relation that
has frequent interactions between patrons and clients and where relatively high value goods
such as insurance and employment are exchanged. In turn, collective clientelism combines pork
(Schaffer 2007; Stokes et al. 2013), meso-particularistic clientelism (Hutchcroft 2014), and
ethnic/lobby exchanges (Hopkin 2006), in that clients get local public goods and broker
interests are aligned with that of the community.
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5. Implications for Client Welfare and Client Trade-Offs
5.1 Client Welfare
Our systematization allows to provide insights into the implications of different types and
dimensions of clientelism for client welfare. There are two variables in our data that capture
different aspects of the welfare evaluation of clients: the extent to which the client has agency
and the extent to which she gets a good deal. It must be recalled, however, that these two
welfare variables are very subjective and indeed showed lower inter-coder reliability.
Therefore, the results should be considered as suggestive.
Table 3 shows how these two client welfare variables vary along the two dimensions of
clientelism. The table also adds a third variable (whether the client has alternatives to the
existing clientelistic relation or not) which we discuss below. The table shows the result of
simple OLS regressions of the welfare evaluation variables on the equal-unequal and
individual-universal dimensions. The patterns in the table are quite striking. Different
dimensions are associated with different welfare aspects of clientelism. The equal-unequal
dimension is negatively associated with client agency: unequal exchanges imply less agency.
The individual-universal dimension is associated with clients obtaining a better deal out of the
clientelistic relation. These results imply that different types of clientelism are associated with
different welfare outcomes. And indeed, Table A.3 in the appendix shows that relational,
traditional (and coercive) clientelism, which score high on the unequal dimension, feature less
agency than the other two subtypes, whereas clients in collective clientelism get a particularly
good deal.
Table 3. Clientelism Dimensions and Client Welfare

Universal

Good Deal
0.142**
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Agency
0.039

Alternatives
0.027

Unequal
N

Good Deal
(0.063)
0.032
(0.041)
53

Agency
(0.09)
-0.112*
(0.064)
53

Alternatives
(0.016)
-0.043*
(0.023)
45

Note: Robust standard errors in parenthesis. Signif. Codes: ** 0.05 * 0.1 *. “Universal” corresponds to high
values on the Individual-Universal dimension (2nd component of the Principal Component Analysis). “Unequal”
corresponds to high values on the Equal-Unequal dimension (1st component of the Principal Component
Analysis). “Good deal” refers to how good a deal the client gets; and “Agency” refers to the agency of the client.
“Good Deal” and “Agency” are coded with a scale from 0 to 4; Alternatives is coded as 1 if the client has
alternatives to the current clientelistic relation, and 0 if not.

These results are insightful. Exchanges that score high on the individual-universal dimension
involve a collection of clients voting for a patron via a broker with interests aligned to theirs.
For the patron, these exchanges are valuable: the patron obtains a sizeable block of votes rather
than one or a few. Moreover, since the broker interests are aligned with those of the clients, it
is more likely that clients will indeed vote as a block. Since this is valuable for the patron, she
needs to reciprocate with a fairly good deal for the clients as well.
Exchanges that score high on the equal-unequal dimension are characterized by a higher
closeness and depth of the relation between clients and patrons; a relation in which better
quality goods are exchanged. It makes sense that this limits the agency of the clients in practice
because such bond effectively ties the client to the patron (see Zarazaga 2014 for a related
point). Indeed, the third column in table 3, shows that unequal (and thick) exchanges also
display less alternatives to the existing relationship for the client. In contrast, in more equal
(and thinner) clientelistic exchanges, such as vote buying, the client has access to more
alternatives.
What is possibly surprising in table 3 is that “agency” and “good deal” seem unrelated. We
typically expect agency to be associated with a better deal for the client: agency would be
associated with more choice, more bargaining power, and thus a better deal for the client.
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Indeed, the literature has shown that more competition among patrons implies more agency
and a better deal for the client (Corstange 2016, 2018; Shami 2012). A priori, we would expect
exchanges that restrict the agency of the client (unequal, thick exchanges) to be associated with
a worse deal.
Interestingly, in our data, we find that this argument holds within types of clientelism, but not
between types. Table 4 shows how agency and “good deal” correlate within clientelistic types.
This is operationalized as a OLS regression of good deal on agency, controlling for the different
clusters. The table shows a strong positive relation between the agency and the good deal
variables within clientelistic types, implying that for a given type of clientelism, more client
agency indeed results in a better deal.
Given this, why is it then that more unequal and thicker clientelistic types involve less client
agency, but this does not get translated into a worse deal for the client? We argue that the very
nature of the exchange, in particular its thickness, enables for better quality goods to be
exchanged. The patron provides better quality goods to the client because the patron can trust
the reciprocity of the client (Nichter and Nunnari 2019). This implies that in unequal
exchanges, clients do not get a particularly bad deal despite their lower agency.19

Table 4. Agency and Good Deal within Types of Clientelism
Good deal
Agency
0.335***
(0.077)
0.371**

Relational
19

We do not find and do not claim that clients in unequal relations get a better deal, however. This is because

together with the better quality goods the patron provides in more unequal clientelistic types, the client also
provides better quality goods to the patron (such as campaigning or deference/ subordination), which implies that
the client does not necessarily get a better deal in net terms compared to less unequal relations.
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(0.179)
0.386
(0.251)
-0.185
(0.265)
-0.351
(0.529)
1.515***

Collective
Traditional
Modern coercive
Constant

(0.250)
N
53
Note: Robust standard errors in parenthesis. Signif. Codes: * 0.1 ** 0.05 *** 0.01.
Omitted type: Vote-Buying
5.2 Client trade-offs of the equal-unequal and individual-universal dimensions of clientelism
Our analysis allows to theorize about the trade-offs that prospective clients face and about the
factors that affect these trade-offs and choices. In the standard model of clientelism the main
trade-off for the client is between deriving an expressive benefit from supporting a political
program vs. obtaining individual material goods from engaging in clientelism (Dixit and
Londregan 1996; Stokes et al. 2013). This characterization implies that a crucial factor
affecting citizens preferences and attitudes towards clientelism is poverty, (and to a certain
extent, risk aversion and mistrust of politicians): poorer citizens would be more prone to engage
in clientelism because their higher marginal utility of income makes them value the material
benefits from clientelism more strongly.
While poverty, risk aversion and trust are likely to impact on demand for clientelism, the
ethnographic work provides little evidence that giving up the expressive benefit of supporting
a different party matters for clients; less than 10% of the ethnographic papers considered in our
study mention such a trade-off. Our analysis allows us to move beyond the simple trade-off
between expressive benefits and clientelism. Most crucially, our analysis implies that different
dimensions of clientelism involve different trade-offs and are thus driven by different factors
from the client point of view.
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Figure 2 below depicts a schematic representation of the two dimensions of clientelism,
including the subtypes of clientelism, and the trade-offs and factors associated with each
dimension. Again, we leave coercive clientelism aside because it is not well captured by the
two main dimensions.

Equal-Unequal Dimension Trade-Offs
We propose that the equal-unequal dimension is associated, from the client point of view, with
a trade-off between insurance and autonomy/ subordination. For clients, the benefit of more
unequal types of clientelism is that they can provide clients with very valuable goods:
employment, insurance and/ or protection as shown in the clusters that scored high on the equalunequal dimension. The cost for the client is that these types of clientelism require the client to
be in a subordinate position and to relinquish autonomy (less agency, as shown in the results
on client welfare). Thus, relative to relational and traditional clientelism, vote-buying gives
little to the clients but also afford them more autonomy and less subordination.
This conceptualization of the equal-unequal dimension can also incorporate programmatic
politics, at the very bottom of the equal-unequal axis (see Figure 2). Programmatic politics
ideally represents even less subordination and more autonomy than vote-buying. In
programmatic politics the pattern of subordination between politicians and citizens is (ideally)
reversed: instead of the client serving the patron, it is the politician who is supposed to “serve”
the people.
This conceptualization implies that demand for types of clientelism that are high on the equalunequal dimension will be high in contexts where insurance and protection are very valuable,
or when autonomy is not feasible or not very valuable. Accounts of relational and traditional
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clientelism, the two types of clientelism that are higher on the unequal dimension suggest that
this interpretation of the trade-off for clients is sensible (Landé 1977; Nichter 2018).20

[figure 2 around here]
Figure 2: Trade-offs of the equal-unequal and individual-universal dimensions of clientelism

This suggests that demand for unequal types of clientelism is driven by factors that relate to
risk, or to autonomy/ subordination. Risk-related factors include the presence of strong political
and economic risks, the absence of social insurance mechanisms, and a citizen’s general risk
aversion (Landé 1977; Nichter 2018). Autonomy/ subordination-related factors can have a
material/ practical side, such as the isolation that renders clients economically dependent on
patrons (Shami 2012); and a psychological/ attitudinal side, such as aversion towards
subordination or inequality (Pellicer et al. 2017; Shefner 2001).

Individual-Universal Dimension Trade-Offs
For citizens, the individual-universal dimension is associated with a trade-off about the value
of supporting distributive politics of different scopes. At the narrowest level at the left side of
the axis is a strictly personal benefit. This corresponds to vote-buying. The next level concerns

20

The insurance motive has been recently highlighted by Nichter (2018) in his description of relational clientelism.

Landé (1977) emphasizes the role of dependence and protection needs of the client in his classic account of
traditional clientelism: Traditional clientelism emerges when clients are “heavily dependent upon their
superordinates” (high cost of autonomy) and when they are “generally subject to victimization” (i.e. high value
of protection).
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one's own group, leading to demand for local particularistic goods, as in collective clientelism.
This axis can be extended further to the right to accommodate a situation where the policy
change considered is the broadest, about society in general, which corresponds to
programmatic politics (see Figure 2).21
For the client, the main trade-off associated with the individual-universal dimension is between
certain, concrete, but small rewards of narrow scope vs. uncertain, diffuse, but potentially large
rewards of broader scopes. This trade-off accommodates the standard model of clientelism.
The standard model focuses on the extremes of the axis: the small individual (usually small)
material benefits of vote buying vs. the expressive benefits from programmatic politics. Our
characterization focuses on the entire axis, and this allows us to conceptualize this trade-off
more broadly.
What factors contribute to demand for a narrow scope of politics such as vote-buying as
opposed to broader politics, such as collective clientelism or programmatic politics? First,
attitudes towards the self vs. the community vs. society, in terms of identity and social and
political preferences. If individual utility weighs very strongly relative to social preferences
then broader scope politics are less rewarding, and this drives demand for narrow forms of
politics. This can be because of high individual marginal utility (from poverty) as in the
standard model, but it can also be because of low altruism, a belief that politics is about
“dividing the pie” rather than the common good, or weak group identity (Van Zomeren,
Postmes, and Spears 2008).

21

This interpretation of the individual-universal dimension is similar to Schaffer’s (2007) conceptualization of

forms of electoral mobilization or Hutchcroft’s (2014) three forms of politics (micro-particularistic, mesoparticularistic, and programmatic).
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A second important driver of the individual-universal trade-off relates to the supply side of
formal politics. For citizens to choose programmatic offers over individualistic ones, they must
believe that the political system is responsive to their demands (political efficacy) and that
politicians can be trusted. Crucially, citizens must also believe that there are credible
programmatic alternatives to clientelism. In this respect, it is worth emphasizing that in less
than 10% of the exchanges we coded from ethnographic work, a non-clientelistic party with an
attractive program was mentioned as an alternative. So even if citizens view programmatic
politics as superior to particularistic exchanges, beliefs about the responsiveness and the
existence of alternatives will impact strongly on their evaluation of the trade-offs of the
individual-universal dimension.
Collective clientelism is located towards the middle of the individual-universal dimension and
corresponds to the intermediate cases of the mentioned factors. Collective clientelism implies
intermediate social identities and social preferences (group-based, in between individual and
society). And collective clientelism requires more citizen coordination and greater trust in
politicians than selling a vote in a direct exchange. It would thus be more likely in situations
where citizens are able to engage in some degree of collective action and where there are
politicians capable and willing to make good on their side of the deal and deliver collective
goods.22 However, because the group is smaller and the exchange more localized, collective
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Whether collective or vote-buying clientelism emerges in a setting is likely to result from the dynamic

interaction of citizens and politicians: when politicians know or observe that citizens are able to coordinate and
deliver a block of votes, they have stronger incentives to offer collective goods; in places where citizens cannot
coordinate, politicians know that collective goods will not be rewarded and they will offer individual small goods
(see Arghiros 2001; or Kramon 2019 on the implications of ethnic institutions for clientelism). In turn, when
politicians are ready to offer collective goods, this also gives citizens more incentives to coordinate.
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clientelism requires less coordination and trust than voting for policy changes at the society
level.
5.3 Poverty and Clientelism
As mentioned above, poverty emerges from the standard framework of clientelism as a crucial
determinant of demand for clientelism. It is indeed widely observed that clientelism is
positively associated with poverty (although see Kao, Lust, and Rakner 2017). However, there
is to our knowledge no direct evidence that such connection is mediated by the higher marginal
utility of individuals with less income, as suggested by the standard model.
Our framework implies that poverty can affect the demand for different types of clientelism
through various channels in addition to the standard channel via the marginal utility of income
(or risk aversion, see Stokes et al. 2013). In the individual-universal dimension, poverty is
related to several factors driving preferences over narrow vs. broad scope politics, such as
political efficacy or group identity. For political efficacy, poverty would typically lead to
preferences for narrow, as opposed to broad, scope of politics, and thus go in the same direction
as the standard channel. However, the effect of poverty through group identity can be different
and non-linear. This is indeed what research on the psychology of poverty suggests: Poverty
is associated with stronger group cohesion (or group identity), but also with more suspicion
towards outsiders (Sheehy-Skeffington and Rea 2017). Thus, poverty could be associated with
a heightened demand for collective clientelism as opposed to either vote-buying or
programmatic politics. This perspective could reconcile some contrasting findings in the
literature on how poverty is linked to the demand for clientelism. Most studies linking poverty
and vote-buying find a positive effect of poverty on vote-buying (Stokes et al. 2013; Stokes
2007). Kao et al. (2017) in contrast, find that the poor tend to dislike vote-buying more than
the middle classes when compared to a platform that resembles collective clientelism. Our
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perspective can reconcile these findings by noting that poverty may increase the demand for
vote-buying relative to fully programmatic politics but decrease it relative to the demand for
collective clientelism.
Our framework also implies that poverty can affect demand for clientelism along the equalunequal dimension. Poverty may heighten the vulnerability to negative shocks and make
protection/ insurance more valuable. Or poverty may lead to psychological adaptations
conducive to legitimize inequalities and accept hierarchical relations (Pellicer 2018; Pellicer et
al. 2017; Van der Toorn et al. 2015). Through these two channels, poverty would increase
demand for equal-unequal types of clientelism (traditional, relational) as opposed to votebuying.23
This discussion on the role of poverty for demand for clientelism illustrates how the richer
framework of client choice that emerges from our meta-analysis can bring a fresh perspective
to perennial questions in the study of clientelism.

6. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have conducted a meta-analysis of more than 40 ethnographic papers on
clientelism with a focus on the client perspective. Applying cluster analysis to the coded data,
we have provided a typology of clientelism. Our systematization naturally entailed a great loss
of richness relative to the original ethnographic works and cannot account for the dynamic
nature of many clientelistic relations and settings. However, we believe the uncovering
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Poverty could moreover exert an opposite force through other channels related to the equal-unequal dimensions

and lead to lower demand for relational clientelism: Poverty may change the terms of the autonomy/ insurance
trade-off for the client. More privileged individuals may have more to offer to the patron and be able to obtain the
same rewards by giving up less autonomy. This would make equal-unequal types of clientelism more attractive
to middle classes, as shown by Bliznakovski (2018).
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important commonalities between clientelistic exchanges described by different authors in
different parts of the world is a useful contribution. The typology we have derived from these
exchanges comprises specific subtypes of clientelism that are similar to those emphasized by
different authors in the recent literature, such as relational, traditional, and coercive clientelism.
Different from these existing typologies, our typology is derived inductively from exchanges
described by many different authors in different contexts. Moreover, contrary to other
typologies that are mostly inspired by the patron side, our typology captures aspects of the
clientelistic relation that matter for clients.
An important novel aspect of our work is the identification of two fundamental dimensions of
clientelism from the client perspective: the equal-unequal dimension and the individualuniversal dimension, capturing the hierarchy and thickness of the relation on the one hand, and
the extent of its collective nature on the other. Together, these dimensions explain much of the
variation in the 18 variables we originally used to describe clientelistic exchanges. Moreover,
these two dimensions seem analytically powerful. As we have shown, these dimensions
intuitively disentangle between the different types of clientelism derived in the cluster analysis,
are linked to different welfare implications for the client, and imply different trade-offs for the
client.
Recent evidence on vulnerability and clientelism by Bobonis et al. (2017) lends some
additional empirical support to our distinction between the two dimensions of clientelism. They
find that reducing the vulnerability of citizens to negative weather shocks in Brazil reduces
needs for insurance and consequently has an impact on the equal-unequal dimension (reduces
relational clientelism). However, they also show that such intervention does not lead to a higher
demand for public goods and thus has no obvious impact on the individual-universal
dimension. This provides support for our basic contention that the two dimensions of
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clientelism are driven by different factors. More generally, this evidence underscores the idea
that, from the client perspective, clientelism involves more than a single trade-off between
material benefits vs. expressive benefits from programmatic politics.
The distinction between the two dimensions of clientelism can also put structure into the
different ways in which clientelism is usually considered to be normatively negative. First,
clientelism is often evaluated negatively because its association with inequality (Pellicer 2009).
This corresponds to the equal-unequal dimension. At one extreme are unequal types of
clientelism (relational and traditional) where relations are very hierarchical, the client loses
autonomy, and is supposed to serve her patron. At the other extreme is programmatic politics
where, as we have argued, the hierarchy is reversed, with the politician “serving” the voter.
Second, clientelism is often evaluated negatively for its particularistic nature and the resulting
under-provision of public goods (Keefer and Khemani 2004, 2005). This corresponds to the
individual-universal dimension. Here vote-buying is one extreme case, an exchange where
rewards are purely individual. The other extreme is again programmatic politics, which are
driven by the pursuit of the common good and associated with the provision of public goods.
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7. Appendices
7.1 Appendix A. Tables
Table A.1
Author
Piattoni

Year
2001

Discriminating Factors
3X3 Classification
Barriers to Universal
Redistribution (low- medium
high)
Barriers to Citizenship (lowmedium-high)

Hopkin

2006

Kitschelt and
Wilkinson

2007

Schaffer

2007

3X2 typology:
Scope of benefits: Selective,
club, collective
Proximity/ distance between
patron and client: Durable
relationship vs. market
exchange
5 factors:
Contingency; nature of goods,
compliance, elasticity,
monitoring
3 factors:
Scope
Timing
Legality

Nichter

200824 2X2 typology:
Party preference of recipient
Turnout inclination of recipient

Stokes et al.

2013

Classification Tree
First level: rules vs. non rules
Second level: contingent vs.
non-contingent on support
Third level: directed at
members vs. directed at voters

Types
2 types of clientelism:
Clientelism
Machine Politics
Different forms of patronage
includes also regime types
(liberal democracy,
patrimonialism, corporatism,
etc)
2 types of clientelism:
Old clientelism
New clientelism
And other forms of exchanges
(e.g. corporate/ethnic and
lobby, class voting)
Clientelism vs. 2 forms of
programmatic (policy and
valence)
3 types of clientelism:
Vote-buying
Patronage
Pork Barrel
1 form of programmatic:
Allocational policies
4 types of electoral
clientelism:
turnout buying
vote-buying
double persuasion
rewarding loyalists
2 types of clientelism:
patronage
vote buying
2 non-programmatic but noncl types: pork
non-conditional individual
benefits

24 Further developed and tested in Gans‐Morse, Mazzuca, Nichter (AJPS 2014).
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Hutchcroft

2014

Four factors:
Target, Character, key actors,
source of benefits

Nichter

2014

Gherghina
and Volintiru

2017

2X2 typology
Excludability
Contingency
(but contingency more
important as “root definition”)
Origin of resources

Gottlieb

2017

Nichter

2018

Mares and
Young

2019

Berenschot
and Aspinall

2020

Yildirim and
Kitschelt

2020

2X2 typology
Economic autonomy from
community
Broker selection mechanism
Classification Tree
First level: contingency
Second level: benefits beyond
election campaigns
2X2 typology
origin of resources; coercion/
inducements

3 factors:
Control
Networks
Resources
4 attributes: external networks
or PO
dyadic-decentralized,
personalistic or hierarchical,
centralized party machines
targeting individuals or groups
public or private resources

Continuum of three forms of
politics:
Micro-particularistic
Meso-particularistic
Programmatic
2 types of vote buying
1) Clientelistic vote-buying
2) Legislative vote-buying

2 types of clientelistic
linkages:
Vertical (with voters)
Horizontal (with private
contractors)
2 types of broker strategy:
extractive brokers
persuasive brokers
2 types of clientelism
Electoral clientelism
Relational clientelism v nonclientelism
4 types of clientelism
Vote-Buying
Policy Favors
Economic Coercion
Policy Coercion
2 types of patronage systems
Party-centered
Community-centered
2 types of clientelism:
single-shot clientelism
relational clientelism
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Table A.2
Intercoder reliability
Client receives goods
Alternatives
Coercion Threats
Agency
Affective relation
Client gets employment
Agent gets a good deal
Client gets money
Client gets gov services
Frequent interaction
Client gets insurance/ protection
Client gives labor
Coercion Withdrawal
Additional domains of interaction
Hierarchical
Broker Important
Dyadic
Client gives loyalty
Individual exchange
Broker interests aligned to client
Client gets infrastructure
Client gives vote

Kappa
0.21
0.34
0.36
0.44
0.44
0.48
0.49
0.52
0.53
0.53
0.56
0.57
0.59
0.6
0.63
0.65
0.66
0.69
0.7
0.71
0.71
0.87

Kalpha Interval
0.22
0.32
0.36
0.44
0.45
0.48
0.49
0.53
0.53
0.54
0.57
0.57
0.59
0.59
0.63
0.64
0.66
0.69
0.7
0.71
0.72
0.88

Kalpha Ordinal
0.19
0.32
0.36
0.46
0.45
0.48
0.47
0.53
0.53
0.54
0.57
0.57
0.59
0.64
0.58
0.66
0.64
0.69
0.64
0.66
0.72
0.88

Kappa denotes Cohen's kappa. Kalpha denotes Krippendorff's alpha. We present Krippendorff's alpha
separately treating our data as ordinal and as interval. In all three cases higher values of the statistic
imply higher intercoder reliability. A value of zero implies a level of rater agreement that would be
expected if the coding was done randomly. A value of one implies complete agreement between the
raters.
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Table A.3. Evaluation of clientelism types
Vote buying

Relational

Collective

Traditional

Modern coercive

Good deal

2.31

2.53

2.75

2

1.83

Agency

2.36

1.93

2.54

2

2

Alternatives

0.91

0.85

0.88

0.67

0.67

Note: “Good deal” refers to how good a deal the client gets; and “Agency” refers to the agency of the client.
“Good Deal” and “Agency” are coded with a scale from 0 to 4; Alternatives is coded as 1 if the client has
alternatives to the current clientelistic relation, and 0 if not.
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Identification and selection of ethnographic literature
Identification
Our main aim was to assemble a diverse body of ethnographic studies on clientelism featuring
the client perspective. Thus, initially, we intended to find as many fitting books, journal articles,
and chapters in edited volumes as possible. In order to achieve a degree of comprehensiveness,
we ensured that the body of literature covered a) all regions and b) some historic variation.
Since we regard clientelism as an exchange of political support for goods or services we had
to limit our sample to political systems with at least a minimum of electoral competition, as
political support would be meaningless as trading resource otherwise. While we had some
success in finding older literature, effectively this condition means that most cases are post1990.
To identify potential and to selected relevant ethnographic sources we followed the following
procedure:
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First, we conducted a literature search, using the online catalogue of the University of
Duisburg-Essen25 and Google Scholar. Our search terms were “clientelism” plus our
perspective, i.e. “ethnographic”, “client point of view”, “demand side” and “micro”. We also
included terms alternative terms to clientelism, such as patronage, informal political exchange,
caciquismo, and neopatrimonialism.
An important challenge in identifying scholarly works fitting our criteria was that authors of
relevant work do not necessarily conceive of their research as work on clientelism and hence
do not use this term anywhere in the text, let alone as keyword. Instead, much relevant work is
conceptualized as studies on elections and democratic representation, or on socio-political
relations.
To address this problem, we used the following additional approaches to identify relevant
works.
•

We systematically screened journals where the articles we found in the first step were
published in, such as Political Geography, International Journal of Sociology and Social
Policy, African Studies Quarterly, or Journal of Modern African Studies.

•

Building on the identified literature, we used a 'snowballing' approach, following
references of papers and books that met our criteria.

•

We sought recommendations from colleagues in the field.

•

We conducted an additional region-specific literature review to reach a more balanced
sample (i.e. cases outside Latin America and Asia).

This search resulted in a body of literature of approximately 300 papers (peer-reviewed,
working papers), books, theses and chapters in edited volumes.
Screening for relevant papers (Selection)
We screened this literature for works meeting our criteria in a three-fold process. First, we
checked if the work fit with regards to the content. We understand clientelism as political
clientelism, i.e. a particularistic exchange of political support (given by the client) for goods,
services, or/and privileged treatment (given by the patron). Thus, we excluded the literature
that uses the term clientelism, but addresses non-contingent politics, corruption (clients
providing no political support), or non-electoral regimes.
Second, in line with our focus on the client perspective, we looked for everyday practices and
experiences of common citizens. Thus, we excluded literature on political intra-elite exchanges
(e.g. clientelistic networks linking a country's rulers to economic elites).
Finally, as we are particularly interested in the client point of view, we considered the level of
detail about the client perspective provided in the paper. Ideally, the work contains explicit
quotes by clients (or prospective clients), describing one or more clientelistic exchanges, the
client’s attitudes towards the exchange and their rationales when (not) engaging in it. However,
as this proved rare in the literature, we also coded the information on the client when provided
by another source, such as the author or another informant. Thus, while many of the studies
referenced above focus on the intermediary, we consider them when they disclose relevant
information on the client’s perspective. Whenever we identified more than one paper on a case,
25 https://primo.ub.uni-due.de/
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we only considered one of those, namely the one giving most insight into the clients’
perspectives.
Because of the different availability of suitable work on different world regions, we applied
the selection criterion regarding the client perspective most stringently in areas where there
was more suitable ethnographic work and relaxed the criterion for regions where there was a
dearth of suitable studies, such as Sub-Saharan Africa. In this case, we had to include studies
with less detail on the client/ voter perspective.
Applying these criteria led to 40 suitable studies that we included in the meta-analysis.
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7.3 Appendix C. Coding ethnographic literature – Codebook
Part I: Basic characteristics
Check whether the paper fits our scope.
1. We define clientelism very broadly as a particularistic exchange of political support
(given by the client) for goods, services, or/and privileged treatment (given by the
patron). There may be multiple goods and/or kinds of support involved in one
clientelistic relationship. We consider the terms of the exchange very broadly: the
goods provided by the patron may be goods or assistance in case of need, or
“symbolic” goods (such as being a padrino). The goods provided by the client can be
a vote, but also labor for the campaign or signs of loyalty.
2. For our definition of clientelism, we don’t require the exchange to actually
materialize. The mere fact that the each of the parts understands that there is an
exchange where each part is supposed to provide its part is sufficient. In other words,
if the patron gives goods expecting that the client will vote for him/ her this is
considered a clientelistic exchange even if the client does not actually vote for him/
her. And similarly, if the client votes because she expects the patron to deliver goods
personally to her or her community, this counts as clientelism, even the expectation is
not fulfilled.
3. We include in our definition of clientelism exchanges at the group level. This means
that clientelism includes exchanges where the patron delivers goods to a group of
people with the expectation that this group will vote for her; and the group votes for
the patron with the expectation that the patron will deliver the goods.
4. We are particularly interested in the client point of view. Ideally, this point of view
emerges raw from quotations of the clients. But we also record the information on the
client even when this information from another source such as the author or another
informant.
5. Sometimes information about clients comes from non-clients; i.e. from people having
been or having considered being clients but having at some point chosen not to be
clients. Their perspective is to be recorded similarly to that of the clients. In that
sense, what we really are interested in is the perspective of “potential clients”
regardless of whether they actually become clients or not.
Agent ID
Authors may describe in a single paper more than one clientelistic exchange relationships (e.g.
a broker has different kind of clients, or differences between area are discussed, or past and
present). Our coding unit is the ‘typical exchange’; i.e. the specific clientelistic relationship the
author(s) focus on. Not every exchange mentioned in the paper requires a new coding. We code
only exchanges described with a certain level of detail (that permits coding). Examples or
illustrations narrated ‘in passing’ are not coded separately, but may be included in the ‘typical
exchange’, especially when the author mentions the example to highlight a certain aspect of
the general type of clientelism (s)he is describing. If you submit several entries per paper, you
will have to re-enter the information above and choose an agent ID here - from now on, all the
questions relate to that particular "agent"/ or interaction type
- 1-5
Agent ID label
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Label of the ID, just in *one word*. The purpose of this label is to differentiate the Agent IDs
assigned above from each other. Labels are names/titles or descriptions given to the particular
clients within the paper., for instance activist, militant, or voter.
- [free text]
Level of detail about the client perspective
How much detail is provided on the client perspective, either form the client herself or form
another informant?
- 0 little
- 1
- 2
- 3
- 4 a lot
Collective vs. individual exchange
Does the exchange happen mainly at the individual level (an exchange where an individual
gives political support in exchange for a good service for herself), or mainly at the collective
level (an exchange where a group of citizens give support to the patron as a block in exchange
for a good that benefits the whole group)? Notice the reverse coding.
- 0 fully collective
- 1
- 2
- 3
- 4 fully individual
Patron's side: Is delivery of goods conditional on client support?
The patron that gives something to a particular voter may or may not expect this voter to
reciprocate. We say that the patron gives with conditionality when she gives the good because
she expects that the client will reciprocate. If the patron gives the good without expecting
support in exchange then there is little conditionality. Again whether the voter actually
reciprocates or not is not of interest to us; what counts is that the patron is giving the goods
believing or hoping that this will be the case.
- 0 not at all
- 1
- 2
- 3
- 4 absolutely
Client's side: Is support/ vote conditional on receiving goods from patron?
Idem regarding the client. To what extent does the client support the patron because the client
expects that the patron will give her a particularistic good? Again whether the expectaion
materializes or not does not matter. What is crucial here is that the expectation of the voter is
about a particularistic good: i.e. a good given to her or her group specifically.
- 0 not at all
- 1
- 2
- 3
- 4 absolutely
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Part II: Characteristics of the relation
This section focuses on the characteristics of the clientelistic exchange and the broader
relationship between the patron and the client is this relation exists beyond the immediate
clientelistic exchange. Sometimes the relation between patrons and clients is not direct, but
rather mediated by an intermediary: a broker. The patron provides the resources to the broker
and the broker exchanges with the client. We are mostly interested in the perspective of the
client.
Broker/ Patron political interests aligned with clients'?
The broker or patron may try to pursue the political interests of the clients to a greater or lesser
extent. In one extreme, the broker may be an elected representative of the clients, chosen to
represent their interests and obtain for them the best possible deal. This would be coded as their
political interests being aligned. In the other extreme, the broker may just pursue his individual
interests regardless of the interests of the clients. For instance, the broker maybe a party
operative gathering votes from clients being totally unconcerned about the client’s political
preferences. This would imply that their political interests are unrelated.
- 0 Interests unrelated
- 1
- 2
- 3
- 4 interests aligned
Broker/ patron importance in the community
Is the broker/ patron an important member of the community? At one extreme, the broker/
patron is totally external to the community (code as 0). At the other extreme, the broker/ patron
totally dominates the community in the sense that the everyone in the community is totally
dependent of her (code as 4). An intermediate level corresponds to a situation where the broker
is simply a regular member of the community.
- 0 broker is totally external to the community
- 1
- 2 regular member of the community
- 3
- 4 the patron dominates the community
Client/ patron domains of interaction
Because clientelism implies an exchange of political support, we assume that the broker/ patron
and the client interact in the political domain. The question here is whether they also interact
in other relevant domains. They may interact in the economic domain if, for instance, the client
is a employee of the broker/ patron or does business regularly with her. They may interact in
the social domain if they have frequent and meaningful social interaction in the community.
Code economic and social interactions only if they are substantial (an interaction between
neighboors that say high to each other is not a substantial social interaction; a situation where
the client very ocasionally works for the broker/ patron is also not a substantial economic
interaction)
1. only political
2. economic
3. social
4. no info
5. [free text]
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Goods promised by patron/ broker
Clientelistic exchanges often include several types of goods. Please try to be rather inclusive
in the sense of including also less important goods. Money/ gifts implies small individual
benefits. Employment can be promises. Access to individual government services typically
implies that the broker is the gate-keeper of government services and provides them selectively
to individuals that become clients; examples of services are unemployment or other
government benefits. Infrastructure includes roads, schools, etc. Insurance is to be interpreted
broadly; it implies that the patron is there to provide assistance or help when needed, including
but not restricted to cases when something bad happens. Security/ protection refers to
protecting from potential violence. Symbolic/ affective goods involves positive emotional/
psychological “goods” such as caring or giving a sense of recognition to the client; an example
of this is the patron being a “padrino”.
- money/ gifts
- employment
- access to individual government services
- infrastructure
- insurance
- security/ protection
- symbolic/ affective goods
How much of the promised goods do clients actually receive?
As clientelism could also be based on mere promises, here we code how much of the goods
promised to the client are actually delivered.
- 0 nothing
- 1
- 2
- 3
- 4 all of it
“Goods” given by Client
The client may also give/ promise a variety of goods to the patron. These include voting, or
time/ labor put for instance in campaigns or rallies. Displays of loyalty can be “cheap” like
wearing a badge of the patron or her party. Or they can be substantial, such as showing
subservience explicitly.
1. Vote
2. Labor/ time
3. Displays of loyalty, cheap
4. Displays of loyalty, subservience
5. [free text]
Frequency of Interaction between client and broker/ patron
1. once-off
2. infrequent general
3. infrequent around elections
4. frequent
How dyadic is the clientelistic relation?
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A dyadic relationship is based on “personal attachment” (Landé, 1977, p.xiii). In one extreme,
the specific person(ality) of the broker/patron, and the relation one has with her/him, is the key
of the clientelistic relationship. At the other extreme, the relation is fully impersonal, and the
broker/patron acts by virtue of his position only. An indicator of how dyadic the relation is is
the thought experiment of what happens to the relation if the current patron/ broker gets
substituted by another person with the same position.
- 0 not dyadic at all
- 1
- 2
- 3
- 4 Completely dyadic
How hierarchical is the relation?
There can be more or less inequality in the clientelistic relation. They key here is that we care
about the inequality in the relation. The patron maybe much of much higher status than the
client but the relation could nevertheless be a transaction between equals. For example, a buyer
and a seller of a Ferrari are probably of very different socioeconomic status but in their
transaction, they are more or less equal.
- 0 A transaction between equals.
- 1
- 2
- 3
- 4 Client is clearly and explicitly subordinate
Attitude of client towards relation
How do clients interpret the overall nature of the relationship? Do they rather see it in
pragmatic/opportunistic terms or in affective terms? We interpret affective in a broad way, as
implying a behavior that shows signs of some positive emotional bond; it can inlcude signs of
respect for instance.
- Pragmatic/ opportunistic
- Affective
Coercion
Does the patron/ broker use coercion towards the client. We distinguish between passive and
active coercion. Active coercion involves threat of violence. Passive coercion involves the
threat of the withdrawal of benefits.
- no
- passive
- active

Alternatives to Clientelism - According to Client
*In the mind of the client*, what else could he/ she be choosing (realistically) other than the
specific clientelistic relationship? The main alternatives are the following. A “horizontal”
group that pursues redistribution/ rights without conditionality. This can be a social group such
as grassroots organizations, or a political party with a redistributive agenda. Another political
party that is for whatever non-clientelistic reason attractive (for instance it could be that the
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program is attractive or that the candidate is considered very competent). Another clientelistic
party. The possibility of exiting clientelism without choosing any alternative (this is relevant
only when above options do not apply, i.e. “exit” is the only alternative to the clientelistic
relation described).
-

horizontal group (may be political or social; gives redistribution/ rights without
conditionality)
other political party (with attractive policy or people)
other clientelistic party
exit clientelism
no
alternatives
at
all
(exit
seen
as
too
costly)

Targeting
A potential client may become a client because she is targeted by the patron/ broker, or may
become one out ot own initiative (for instance by sign up for a party, approaching a broker, or
showing up at rallies). An alternative is that there is no targeting, that simply patrons distribute
or promise goods in a non-selective way.
- client explicitly targeted by party/ brokers
- client own initiative
- no targeting

Part III: Client Characteristics
Agency
Code from the perspective of *potential* clients (i.e. not only actual clients, but also their peers
who do not engage in clientelism, if described). Low agency means that, in practice, clients do
not have a choice but to engage in the type of clientelism offered by the patron; or that the costs
of giving up the existing clientelistic relation are prohibitive. High agency means that clients
can exit the relation and choose other alternatives without cost, or shape an existing clientelistic
relation without a cost.
- 0 no agency
- 1
- 2
- 3
- 4 high agency
How good a deal does the client get?
As before, code from the perspective of *potential* clients. Use as indicator of whether clients
get a good deal how satisfied they are. At one extreme they are totally unsatisfied possibly
because they get nothing at all. At the other extreme, they are totally satified.
- 0 nothing
- 1
- 2
- 3
- 4 a lot
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7.4 Appendix D. Descriptive statistics
We group the variables in four types. First context variables, such as the decade during which
the fieldwork took place, or whether the setting is urban or not. Second, variables that describe
the clientelistic relation, such as the goods exchanged, how hierarchical (vertical) the relation
is, and whether the client is an individual or a group. Third, variables that help to evaluate the
relation from the client perspective, such as the degree to which the client has agency or gets a
good deal. Finally we also present some other variables of interest, such as if there are
alternatives to the current clientelistic relation for the client, if the client is targeted by the
broker (a prominent assumption in much quantitative political science literature on the topic),
the extent to which the exchange is conditional, and the degree to which the paper has detail
on the client perspective.
Some variables are coded as zero/ one dummy variables whereas others are coded as scales
ranging from 0 to 4. Some of the variables were categorical in the questionnaire and have been
transformed into quantitative variables. For instance, the questionnaire asked about domains of
interaction between the client and the patron/broker, which could be only political or also social
(such as if the patron/broker is the chief), or also economic (if the client is employed by the
patron/broker). This variable is quantified by recording the number of domains of interaction,
either 1, 2, or 3, coded as 0-2. Free-text responses have been added when possible to existing
categories. For instance, the category: Client gets employment includes also exchanges where
the client receives income generation opportunities or housing opportunities. The variable
capturing alternatives for the client originally included five categories (see codebook in
Appendix C). From these we construct the variable Alternatives equals one if there is either a
horizontal group that gives redistribution/ rights without conditionality, another political party
(with attractive policy or people), another clientelistic party; if the only alternative is exit or if
there is no alternative at all because exit is seen as too costly the variable is coded as zero.
The table shows some variation in context, with some rural cases and some urban ones. There
is also variation in the variables describing and evaluating the exchange. Variables always span
the whole range of permitted values (0-4, or 0-1, or 0-2) and have an average often close to the
middle of their range. This suggests that we get a spread but not overly skewed distribution of
types of exchange.
There are also interesting patterns in the data. Most of the exchanges are conditional, as
standard definitions of clientelism require. At the same time, most clients are not explicitly
targeted. This contrasts with much of the standard political science literature dealing with
clients, which tends to assume that they become clients because they are targeted by brokers/
patrons.
The table also shows a relatively low level of detail on the clients' perspective provided in the
papers. Despite our best efforts, a majority of ethnographic papers focuses on brokers and
patrons more than on clients. This implies that our coding exercise requires frequent judgment
calls from the coder.
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Table D.1 Descriptive statistics
Context
Decade fieldwork
Economic development area
Urban
Africa
Asia
Latin America
Characteristics relation
Individual exchange
Additional domains of interaction
Frequent interaction
Dyadic
Hierarchical
Broker Important
Broker interests aligned to client
Affective relation
Client gets money
Client gets infrastructure
Client gets gov services
Client gets insurance/ protection
Client gets employment
Client gives vote
Client gives labor
Client gives loyalty
Coercion Threats
Coercion Withdrawal
Evaluation relation
Agency
Agent gets a good deal
Others
Alternatives
Patron gives conditionally
Client gives conditionally
Client targeted
Detail on client perspective

Mean

Min

Max

N

1997
0.85
0.62
0.2
0.37
0.33

1950
0
0
0
0
0

2010
2
1
1
1
1

60
57
60
60
60
60

2.91
0.72
0.48
2.42
1.93
2.33
1.49
0.34
0.56
0.44
0.38
0.32
0.19
0.91
0.35
0.34
0.18
0.2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
2
1
4
4
4
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

59
59
58
60
59
60
58
57
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

2.14
2.4

0
0

4
4

59
59

0.82
3.25
3.23
0.43
1.77

0
0
0
0
0

1
4
4
1
4

48
59
60
51
60

57
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7.5 Appendix E. Data interpretation challenges
A potentially important concern with the data we produce has to do with our own biases and
pre-conceptions. In particular, the coding may reflect a pre-conceived framework of clientelism
in our minds: We might believe that some characteristics of clientelism should be associated
with another one. For instance, we may believe a priori that hierarchical clientelistic relations
should include affection. We may then have a tendency to code these two features together in
a paper even if it is not warranted by the information given in the text. Of course, we seek to
avoid making this mistake consciously, but it may still occur to a certain degree unconsciously.
It is difficult to gauge the extent of this problem, but several considerations alleviate the
concern in our case. First, most of the coding was done before the details of this paper were
conceived. In particular, the type of analysis that would be undertaken with the data was not
known while most of the coding took place. It was always clear that the data from coding would
be summarized in some way, but the decision to undertake a cluster analysis and a PCA was
taken after most of the coding was done. Similarly, most coding was done prior to the
development of the framework that emerges from the analysis. Concerns about a pre-conceived
framework would be more severe if the framework had been developed first, and the coding
done after. Second, the fact that there are four separate coders implies that idiosyncratic
associations in the minds of a coder are diluted in the final data. To the extent that coders have
different unconscious associations in mind, they should not affect greatly the end result.
In order to check if the team of co-authors held some pre-conceived framework that affected
the coding, we asked a master student who was unfamiliar with the topic to also code some of
the papers. We counted the instances where our codes disagree substantially, in the sense that
the codes of dummy variables were opposed (for instance, she chose zero and we chose one),
or differ by more than one unit for variables with more than two values, which usually have 5
values (for instance, she chose 2 and we chose 4). Comparing her codes to ours, we found that
only in 14% of the cases there were substantial disagreements between hers and ours.
A final relevant interpretational issue that needs to be borne in mind when considering our data
is that they are not “objective” data from clients or prospective clients. It is data already filtered
through the author of the papers we code. This has advantages and disadvantages. The
advantage is that the author has already selected the most meaningful and representative
instances of all her ethnographic exploration; the disadvantage is that our data include, not only
our biases and preconceptions, but also those of the authors of the papers.
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7.6 Appendix F. Choosing the number of clusters
Hierarchical clustering works as a bottom-up procedure. We start with a dataset of our 60 ID
observations reflecting 60 different instances of exchange in the literature. We consider only
the variables reflecting the characteristics of the relation, such as the frequency of interaction,
whether the exchange is at the individual or group level, and so on, because we aim to use the
evaluative variables for an analysis of the welfare implications of different types of clientelism
later on. As mentioned above, we perform the analysis twice, first with all characteristics and
second restricted to those characteristics with highest inter-coder agreement. We compute the
distance between the different observations: instances of clientelistic exchange that have
similar characteristics will be close to each other. The hierarchical clustering algorithm then
joins the two that are closest to form a first cluster. It then computes an average of the
characteristics of the cluster, recomputes the distance of this cluster to all other observations,
and again chooses the observations/ clusters that are closest together. (We use the default
method of “complete” linkage in the R function hclust.) The next closest observations could be
two “new” observations so that we would now have two different clusters, or it could be the
original cluster with a new observation, so that we would have a three-observation cluster. We
continue this procedure getting less and less clusters until we only have one big cluster
including all observations.
The result of hierarchical clustering can be represented in a dendrogram, which helps choosing
a sensible number of clusters. A dendrogram displays the bottom-up approach of clustering
more and more observations into fewer clusters. Figure F.1 shows the dendrograms. The
horizontal axis shows all observations. The observations get increasingly clustered as we move
up the figure. The vertical axis displays the distance between clusters. We can choose how
many clusters we want to consider, and the procedure tells us which ones make most sense.
This is done by slicing the figure horizontally at a chosen distance level and collecting the
clusters that hang from the lines crossed. Starting from top to bottom, it makes sense to choose
an amount of clusters so that the clustered papers “hang” as low as possible. The lower the
clustered papers “hang”, the farther they are from the next cluster. Visually, it appears that two,
four, or five clusters could all be a sensible number to choose. When considering five, two of
the clusters are small, with only three exchanges, while the three others are larger. We decide
to choose five but emphasize particularly the three largest. This allows us to explore a large
variety of subtypes, while focusing particularly on the types that are more prevalent.
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Figure F.1: Hierarchical clusters
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7.7 Appendix G. Clusters
Table G.1 shows the average characteristics of the five clusters. The rows correspond to
different exchange characteristics and the columns correspond to the different clusters. The
variables capturing exchange characteristics have been standardized (i.e. demeaned and
divided by the respective standard deviation). Thus, the numbers in the cells can be interpreted
as the average of the characteristic in the cluster relative to the overall average in standard
deviations. Going row by row, one can pinpoint the attributes that characterize each of the
clusters by comparing the value of one cluster to those of the others. For instance, the last
characteristic is whether there is Coercion in the form of the threat of withdrawal of benefits.
Clusters 1 and 3 have negative values implying that they tend to display no coercion relative
to the average. Clusters 2, 4 and 5 display positive values so they display more coercion than
average. The higher the absolute value of the characteristic in the cluster, the more the cluster
is distinguished by such characteristic. Cluster 5 displays the highest value, quite larger than
all the rest. In our analysis we consider characteristics with absolute values higher than 1/3 (an
arbitrary value). Thus, we say that Cluster 5 (and to a lesser extent Cluster 4) are characterized
by coercion in the form of withdrawal of benefits. Table 1 in the text lists all the characteristics
with absolute value higher than 1/3, in decreasing order and with a “No” preceding
characteristics with a negative value.

Table G.1. Characteristics of clusters
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5
Individual exchange
0.49
0.35
-1.26
0.86
0.21
Additional domains of interaction
-0.9
0.78
0.03
1.84
-0.74
Frequent interaction
-0.8
1.05
-0.34
1.11
-0.32
Dyadic
-0.91
0.84
0.16
1.19
-0.91
Hierarchical
-0.49
0.86
-0.42
1.16
-0.84
Broker Important
-0.92
0.5
0.34
1.42
-0.08
Broker interests aligned to client
-0.74
0.19
0.66
0.1
0.23
Affective relation
-0.58
0.92
-0.29
0.73
-0.77
Client gets money
0.69
0.17
-1.04
-0.1
-0.1
Client gets infrastructure
-0.31
-0.16
0.92
-0.95
-0.6
Client gets gov services
-0.14
0.09
0.23
-0.89
0.23
Client gets insurance/ protection
-0.69
0.91
-0.44
1.25
0.09
Client gets employment
-0.11
0.57
-0.5
0.45
-0.5
Client gives vote
0.34
0.34
0.34
-3.02
-2.46
Client gives labor
0.17
0.15
-0.75
1.41
0.29
Client gives loyalty
-0.48
0.32
-0.25
1.51
0.77
Coercion Threats
0.08
-0.14
-0.1
1.1
-0.42
Coercion Withdrawal
-0.21
0.09
-0.12
0.42
0.89
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Table G.2. Contexts of clusters
Vote buying Relational Collective Traditional Modern coercive
Decade fieldwork
Urban

2002.5

1993.44

1998.93

1970

2005

0.68

0.53

0.71

0.33

0.5
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7.8 Appendix H. PCA results
PCA computes as many components as original variables and orders them by importance. The
first components explain a lot of the variation of the original data and the following components
explain the less and less. Figure H1 plots the percent of the variance explained by decreasingly
important components. The first and second components explain a large amount of total
variation (more than 25% and 15%, respectively). The third and following components explain
much less in addition, less than 10%.

Figure H.1: Percent of the total variance explained by principal components
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Table H.1: PCA. Loadings of three first components.
PC 1

PC 2

PC 3

Individual exchange

0.02

-0.5

-0.13

Additional domains of interaction

0.38

0.1

-0.12

Frequent interaction

0.39

-0.03

-0.05

Dyadic

0.38

0.14

-0.05

Hierarchical

0.31

-0.1

0.08

Broker Important

0.32

0.17

0.24

Broker interests aligned to client

0.16

0.39

-0.02

Affective relation

0.31

0.05

-0.33

Client gets money

-0.1

-0.29

-0.27

Client gets infrastructure

-0.02

0.42

0.04

Client gets gov services

0.01

-0.07

0.37

Client gets insurance/ protection

0.34

-0.14

-0.09

Client gets employment

0.15

-0.18

-0.2

Client gives vote

-0.15

0.17

-0.23

Client gives labor

0.1

-0.33

-0.12

Client gives loyalty

0.24

-0.22

0.27

Coercion Threats

0.04

0.04

-0.04

0.06

-0.18

0.62

Coercion Withdrawal
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7.9 Appendix I. Cluster Analysis without Indonesia chapters
Table 1: Characteristics of Clusters
Cluster
(1) Vote buying
Client gets money
Client gives vote
No Client gets insurance/
Goods exchanged protection
No Client gives loyalty
No Client gets
infrastructure
Level of exchange Individual exchange
No Additional domains
of interaction
Characteristics
No Affective relation
relation
No Dyadic
No Frequent interaction
No Hierarchical
No Broker Important
Characteristics
No Broker interests
broker
aligned to client

Cluster

(4) Traditional
Client gets employment
Client gets insurance/
protection
Client gives labor
Client gives loyalty
Goods exchanged
No Client gets gov
services
No Client gets
infrastructure
No Client gives vote

(2) Relational

Client gets employment
Client gets insurance/
protection
Client gives vote

(3) Collective
Client gets
infrastructure
Client gives vote
No Client gets money
No Client gets
employment
No Client gets insurance/
protection
No Client gives labor
No Client gives loyalty
No Individual exchange

Additional domains of
interaction
Affective relation
Dyadic
Frequent interaction
Hierarchical

No Frequent interaction
No Hierarchical
No Affective relation

Broker Important

Broker Important
Broker interests aligned to
client

(5) Modern coercive

Client gives loyalty
No Client gets
employment
No Client gets
infrastructure
No Client gives vote
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Table 1: Characteristics of Clusters
Cluster
(1) Vote buying
Level of exchange Individual exchange

Characteristics
relation

Additional domains of
interaction
Affective relation
Coercion Threats
Dyadic
Frequent interaction
Hierarchical

Characteristics
broker

Broker Important

(2) Relational
Coercion Withdrawal
No Additional domains of
interaction
No Frequent Interaction
No Affective relation
No Coercion Threats
No Dyadic
No Hierarchical
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(3) Collective

